
12:38 - 13:08 Round Table Session

Professionalism in Testing - What is It and How 
Do We Get There?
Paul Gerrard, Principal, Gerrard Consulting

Mental Health in Testing
Andy Shaw, BCS Specialist Interest Group in 
Software Testing (SIGiST)

XP Practice of Test Driven Development : What to 
Do and What Definitely “Not” to Do
Jeewan Bhatt, Principal Consultant, Infosys

Build Your Own Test Automation Framework or 
Go The Low-Code Way for Scalable Test 
Automation?
Rukmangada Kandyala (KR), Founder & CEO, 
testsigma

13:08 - 14:08 Lunch Break & Networking

14:10 - 14:40 Behind the Chair to Behind the Keyboard: How 
Hairdressing Prepared Me for Developer 
Advocacy
Stuart Clark, Senior Developer Advocate, AWS

14:42 - 15:12 Ways of Modelling or Re-Modelling Team 
Structures Using Simple Venn Diagrams
Jeewan Bhatt, Principal Consultant, Infosys

15:12 - 15:32 Tea / Coffee Break and Networking

15:32 - 16:00 Pack Broader Testing into Your DevOps Pipeline
Krista King, Product Manager, mabl

16:02 - 16:32 Why Do We Queue? Stop Embracing the Waste
Colin Deady, Agile Lead, PPS

16:34 - 17:04 Go with the Flow! Postman Flows for API Low 
Code Workflow Testing
Beth Marshall, Coders Guild

17:05 - 17:10 Chair’s summing up and end of conference.

17:10 Drinks Reception
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Sponsors’ Profiles

UK and Ireland Testing Board (UKITB) is a not-for-profit legal entity formed in 2007 whose roles include:
Support for ISTQB® certification schemes in the UK
Provision of accreditation for ISTQB® trainers and training materials in the UK via our exam partners (BCS and iSQI)
Working with testers, employers, education and other standard bodies to advance the professionalism of the software 
testing profession in the UK
The power behind UK language ISTQB® exams for BCS, iSQI and other international ISTQB® Exam Boards
Leading the industrialisation of Software Testing within the UK market through process consistency and standards 
adoption 

As both experienced and budding agile practitioners and as people responsible for agile change and transformation, we 
should recognise the importance of being agnostic with agility at any level. This means one size does not fit all, one 
framework is not the answer, and the ‘what’ and ‘how’ should be suited to customer context and to a wider strategic vision.
We reflect this ethos in our lively meetups that aim to provide a holistic and well-rounded view of agile to create an informed 
community of budding and seasoned agilists alike. We often have major speakers take the stage, lively Q&As, games 
workshops for learning and other events all oriented around creating an active professional community where we can learn 
and share with each other. 

The BCS Specialist Interest Group in Software Testing (SIGiST) is the largest non-profit testing community in the UK, 
organising events both face to face in the UK, as well as online which have been attended by testers worldwide. SIGiST has 
also been involved with different initiatives within the BCS and the wider testing community, including apprenticeships, 
contributing to testing standards with collaboration with other organisations and discuss ideas and techniques to further 
knowledge and understanding of testing. SIGiST also focuses on diversity and inclusion, and work hard to ensure their 
events are accessible to everyone. 

www.ukitb.org

www.agnosticagile.org

www.bcs.org

www.meetup.com/en-AU/agiledaily

www.meetup.com/en-AU/agilepractitioners

www.meetup.com/en-AU/devops-london
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Principal Consultant, Infosys

Jeewan is an Enterprise Agile Coach leading organizational Transformation. He is quite experienced and passionate in coaching leadership 
and team members. He also trains and coaches people of extreme programming practices like TDD, BDD.
He is a certified SAFe consultant, expert in Scrum, Kanban and lean ways of working. He has used his experience to work with multiple 
clients across globe and domains. He has coached , trained and mentored many people across different levels and have been involved in 
setting up many teams.

Senior Developer Advocate, AWS

Stuart Clark is a Developer Advocate, author for Cisco Press and a Cisco Certified DevNet Expert #20220005
Stuart started his career as a hairdresser in 1990, and in 2008 he changed careers to become a network engineer. After cutting his teeth in 
network operations he moved to network projects and programs. After many years as a network engineer, Stuart became obsessed with 
network automation and joined Cisco DevNet as a Developer Advocate for network automation. Stuart contributed to the DevNet exams 
and was one of the SME teams that created, designed, and built the Cisco Certified DevNet Expert. Stuart has presented at over fifty 
external conferences and is a multi-time Cisco Live Distinguished Speaker covering topics on network automation and methodologies. 
Stuart can be found on Twitter @bigevilbeard 

Agile Lead, PPS 

Colin is Agile Lead for PPS, a leading processor issuer and driving force in Fintech, and applies his knowledge of Agile product delivery to 
enable teams to discover and iterate their Ways of Working.
Previously Colin was Head of Agile Development for Capita Digital Development Centre UK & Ireland.
With wide-ranging experience across both public and private sectors Colin supports the Agile value of people over process over tools by 
adopting a context-driven application of Agile drawing in large part on Better Value Sooner Safer Happier, the Cynefin Sense-Making 
Framework and Real Options to guide the creation of maximum options and opportunities for learning-supported value delivery for minimal 
effort and risk.

Test Automation Architect, Adobe

Baubak has more than 20 years’ experience in the software industry and has specialized in the management of software quality and life-
cycle. He enjoys getting projects with no Continuous Integration / Deploy up and running. He also has a passion for the un-testable, so if you 
want to discuss projects he would be glad to discuss such problems with you.
Having studied in Sweden and Germany, he graduated from the university of Stockholm. He has worked mainly in Sweden and in France 
and has been at Adobe for the last 9 years as a test automation architect.

Principal, Gerrard Consulting

Paul Gerrard is an internationally renowned, award-winning software engineering consultant, author and coach. Paul is a consultant, 
coach/mentor, author, webmaster, programmer, tester, conference speaker, rowing coach and publisher. He has conducted consulting 
assignments in all aspects of software testing and QA, specialising in test strategy and assurance. He also writes poetry from time to time.
Specialities: Test Assurance, Test Strategy, Open Source Implementation, Test Automation, Shift-Left approaches (Behaviour-Driven 
Development, Test-Driven Development etc.) and helping testers to become more business-aware and/or more technical.

Application Delivery Product Group Leader, Micro Focus

Carlos Gutiérrez, Application Delivery Product Group Leader, Micro Focus
Carlos has been in the IT business for over 28 years and currently helps Micro Focus convey the ADM value proposition to market. He has 
held roles in development, analysis, project management and sales / pre-sales – so you can expect a wide vision and a deep understanding 
of the IT business dynamics.

Founder & CEO of Testsigma. 

Over 15 years of experience building enterprise products for various companies. Passionate about SaaS and startups.

Product Manager, mabl

Krista King (she/her) is a Product Manager at mabl, where she’s empowering quality teams to build faster with confidence. She’s passionate 
about building products with purpose, harnessing a diverse background in quality engineering, design, and software development to create 
people-centered test automation solutions. Outside of work, Krista is a mentor with Big Brothers Big Sisters of America and can be found 
helping children build interpersonal skills and self-confidence.

Coders Guild

Beth Marshall has worked in Quality Engineering for the past 15 years. Beth loves to learn, train and collaborate, and is a Technical Tutor for 
the Coders Guild as well as a Test Automation University instructor.

Programme Release, Test and Governance Lead, Senior Vice President, Deutsche Bank 

Aruna Potteti has 20+ years of experience with DevOps, DORA, Release Management, QA Engineering and Test Management. She brings 
the expertise from various industry sectors - Financial, Ministry of Defence, Air Cargo, Logistics and Investment Banking.
Site Reliability Engineering, in short SRE, is growing discipline widely used not necessarily for Cloud Based solutions but OnPrem Solutions 
too. SRE enables the teams to reduce toil, improve automation, design reliable and resilient systems hence improving cusotmer satisfaction. 
Please come and join in discussion to understand why SRE is important and what difference it makes to engineers lives.

BCS Specialist Interest Group in Software Testing (SIGiST)

Andy Shaw developed a career as a tester, after initially wanting to be a software developer after graduating from university, because of the 
creativity and potential career path that he could shape, which testing offered him. Andy continually seeks to develop his knowledge and 
experience of testing, including mobile, database, cross browser and exploratory testing (which he is an advocate of). He also does public 
speaking on a range of subjects, including testing, career development and mental health. Andy is also passionate about promoting mental 
health awareness and learning more about reducing the stigma of mental health.

 Director of Devops, ADP UK

Keith has worked in IT for over 30 years leading various software development, DevOps and operations teams at IBM, ADP and Ordnance 
Survey. In his previous role he led a project in Ordnance Survey which transformed the way environments were provisioned using a 
combination of culture change, DevOps, open source tools and changes to business processes. Keith is now Director of DevOps for ADP UK 
for the iHCM product and is responsible for promoting continuous delivery and DevOps principles as well as changing the patterns and tools 
used for build and deployment within development and operations teams. He has also spoken at and chaired various DevOps conferences 
and user groups.

Test Manager, BBC

My first foray into software came with a Dragon 32 computer in the early 1980s. Having a computer with a less than popular OS meant 
adapting programmes from a ZX Spectrum magazine and lengthy debugging sessions! After diversions into a number of non-tech fields, I 
returned to the fold and now have two decades experience in the IT industry. I’ve worked in both contract and permanent roles in Europe and 
Africa ranging in scale from multinationals, to being the first tester in the door at small companies. I’m currently a Test Manager in the BBC, 
testing outsourced IT projects.
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Established in 1984, UNICOM is a global, independent provider of IT, Finance and Management related events and 
training. UNICOM organises events in which leading edge topics are presented in a format that allows maximum 
interaction between industry, research and academe. These events also bring together end-user organisations with 
vendors who provide solutions and services. 

Among the topics covered are Knowledge Management, DevOps, Digital Transformation, Data, Software Testing, Agile, 
Low Code, Programme & Project Management, Sentiment Analysis, Financial Analytics, Artificial Intelligence & Machine 
Learning, Optimisation and Risk Management.  

UNICOM's events provide a meeting place for IT industry professionals, management, techno-executives and subject 
experts focusing on business, management and technical issues.
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08:15 - 08:45 Registration and Coffee

08:45 - 08:50 UNICOM’s Welcome

08:50 - 09:00 Introduction to Sponsors and Supporting Bodies & Chairman’s Introduction

09:00 - 09:30 DevOps Imagineering - The Promised Land of an Integrated Continuous Delivery Supply Chain
Keith Watson, Director of DevOps, ADP UK

09:32 - 10:02 The Rise of Low Code - What It Means for QA Teams
Rukmangada Kandyala (KR), Founder & CEO, testsigma

10:04 - 10:34 Why Site Reliability Engineering is Important?
Aruna Potteti, Programme Release, Test and Governance Lead, Senior Vice President, Deutsche Bank

10:36 - 11:06 Deliver Real Business Impact with Value Stream Management
Carlos Gutiérrez, Application Delivery Product Group Leader, Micro Focus

11:06 - 11:36 Tea / Coffee Break & Networking

11:36 - 12:06 The Dark Arts of UAT
Bill Watson, Test Manager, BBC

12:08 - 12:38 Evolutive Test Design and Execution - Leveraging Tests to Validate the Unexpected
Baubak Gandomi, Test Automation Architect, Adobe, France

Professionalism in Testing - What is It and How Do We Get There?
Paul Gerrard, Principal, Gerrard Consulting

Mental Health in Testing
Andy Shaw, BCS Specialist Interest Group in Software Testing (SIGiST)

XP Practice of Test Driven Development : What to Do and What Definitely “Not” to Do
Jeewan Bhatt, Principal Consultant, Infosys

Build Your Own Test Automation Framework or Go The Low-Code Way for Scalable Test Automation?
Rukmangada Kandyala (KR), Founder & CEO, testsigma

13:08 - 14:08 Lunch Break & Networking

14:10 - 14:40 Behind the Chair to Behind the Keyboard: How Hairdressing Prepared Me for Developer Advocacy
Stuart Clark, Senior Developer Advocate, AWS

14:42 - 15:12 Ways of Modelling or Re-Modelling Team Structures Using Simple Venn Diagrams
Jeewan Bhatt, Principal Consultant, Infosys

15:12 - 15:32 Tea / Coffee Break and Networking

15:32 - 16:00 Pack Broader Testing into Your DevOps Pipeline
Krista King, Product Manager, mabl

16:02 - 16:32 Why Do We Queue? Stop Embracing the Waste
Colin Deady, Agile Lead, PPS

16:34 - 17:04 Go with the Flow! Postman Flows for API Low Code Workflow Testing
Beth Marshall, Coders Guild

17:05 - 17:10 Chair’s summing up and end of conference.

17:10 Drinks Reception
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Conference Chair: Keith Watson, Director of DevOps, ADP UK

Testsigma is a powerful low-code test automation platform that works out of the box and enables creating tests for web 
apps, mobile apps and APIs in just minutes. Testsigma’s complete platform unifies all the capabilities of a traditional, 
fragmented test stack. www.testsigma.com

Micro Focus is one of the world’s largest enterprise software providers. We deliver mission-critical technology and 
supporting services that help thousands of customers worldwide manage core IT elements of their business so they can 
run and transform-at the same time.
Within our Application Delivery Management portfolio, our proven platform helps you maintain the pace of modern 
application development and delivery. Whether on premises or in the cloud, you can shift testing everywhere with AI-
powered automation and the largest ecosystem of integrations. Our enterprise solutions enable you to test seamlessly as 
part of your DevOps toolchain. www.microfocus.com/adm

Platinum Sponsor

Gold Sponsors

mabl is the enterprise SaaS leader of intelligent, low-code test automation that empowers high-velocity software teams to 
embed automated end-to-end tests into the entire development lifecycle. mabl customers benefit from a unified platform 
for easily creating, executing, and maintaining reliable browser, API and mobile web tests that result in faster delivery of 
high-quality, business critical applications. That’s why customer-centric brands like Charles Schwab, jetBlue, Dollar Shave 
Club, Stack Overflow, and many others rely on mabl to create the digital experiences their customers demand. 
www.mabl.com 

Turn your release planning into reliable deliveries with ERMplanner. Prevent delays from happening due to conflicts with 
activities from other projects. As a release-, change- or project manager, you gain insight into all events that may affect your 
own planning. This way you won’t get caught off guard!  www.ermplanner.com

Gold Sponsors

Bronze Sponsor

Professional and Community Sponsors

www.unicom.co.uk

info@unicom.co.uk

+44 (0) 1895 256 484 (UK)

www.linkedin.com/UNICOMSeminars

@UNICOMSeminars

www.youtube.com/unicomseminars
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